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Abstract: Future space missions outside of low-Earth orbit will take on greater risks to establish a long-term human presence
on the Moon, a near-Earth object, or the surface of Mars. The study of human health risks of spaceﬂight typically involves
analogs that closely represent the space environment. In contrast, space radiation research is limited to the use of analogs
that for many reasons do not accurately represent the space radiation environment or the complexity of human physiology. For
example, studies generally use mono-energetic beams and acute, single-ion exposures instead of the complex energy spectra
and diverse ionic composition of the space radiation environment. In addition, a projected, cumulative mission dose is often
delivered in one-time, or rapid and sequential doses to experimental animals. In most cases, these dose-rates are several
orders of magnitude higher than actual space exposures. Further, studies do not challenge multiple organ systems to respond
concurrently to the stressors seen in an operational spaceﬂight scenario.
Here we present a novel modeling approach of the galactic cosmic ray environment by utilizing large-scale multi-core, highperformance computing and Monte Carlo methods to simulate 3D nuclear and subnuclear interactions. We show that the
linear energy transfer spectrum of the intravehicular environment of, e.g., spaceﬂight vehicles can be accurately generated
experimentally by perturbing the intrinsic properties of hydrogen-rich crystalline materials in order to instigate speciﬁc nuclear
spallation and fragmentation processes when placed in an accelerated mono-energetic heavy ion beam. Modiﬁcations to the
internal geometry and chemical composition of the materials allow for the shaping of the emerging ﬁeld to speciﬁc spectra
that closely resemble the intravehicular ﬁeld. Validation of these results with beam-line measurements, both from the peerreviewed literature and as performed herein, demonstrate reasonable agreement with model predictions. Our approach can be
generalized to other radiation spectra and is therefore of wide applicability for biological exposures as well as general radiation
studies, such as the deployment of shielding, electronics, and other materials in a space environment. This provides the ﬁrst
instance of a true ground-based analog for characterizing the eﬀects of space radiation.
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